The purpose of the St. Cecilia Academy Athletics Hall of Fame is to recognize outstanding contributions in athletics among SCA athletes, coaches, school officials, and/or teams.

NOMINATION CRITERIA

ATHLETE

- Must be an SCA graduate who performed with excellence in a varsity sport
- Must distinguish themselves with exceptional leadership, character, and athletic achievement
- Waiting period of at least five years from the time of their graduation
- The inductee may be either living or deceased

COACH

- Outstanding contribution during his/her tenure
- Must distinguish themselves with exceptional leadership, character, and achievement
- Waiting period of at least five years since leaving SCA or be at least fifty years of age if still active at SCA
- The inductee may be either living or deceased

SCHOOL OFFICIAL OR CONTRIBUTOR

- Outstanding contribution during his/her tenure
- Must distinguish themselves as loyal supporter of SCA athletics with exceptional leadership and character
- Waiting period of at least five years since leaving SCA or be at least fifty years of age if still active at SCA
- The inductee may be either living or deceased

TEAM

- Must be an SCA team who performed with excellence at a varsity level
- Must distinguish themselves with exceptional achievement through a state championship or other distinguishing achievement as determined by the committee
- Waiting period of at least five years from the time of their team achievement